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No longer do the company focus on producing standardized products or services for
homogeneous markets (Pine, 1993).  As the feedback loop is reinforced, the niche markets
become smaller: They begin reaching down closer to the individual.  "Greater and greater
variety" blends into "more and more customized". The more a company can deliver
customized goods, relative to their competition, the greater is their competitive advantage.

It is customization.  Customization is the process in which it confirms the needs of the
final customers and fulfills them. Customization is becoming one of the most desirable
business strategies in the near future.

However, customization increases complexities of supply-chain, manufacturing, and
logistics.  The increase of complexity causes a longer production set-up time and also higher
production costs.  Therefore, it has been considered extremely difficult to achieve
customization with low cost and fast fulfillment cycle time.

How can we fulfill customized needs most rapidly and at lowest cost possible?  It is
becoming one of the top priorities in business

So, we have found the way to a new paradigm by creating customization through
SCD.

Supply Chain Design(SCD) has pursued three core competitiveness : product
competitiveness, price competitiveness and time competitiveness. Especially, product and
price competitiveness have been accomplished by efficient SCD. Time competitiveness has
been accomplished by responsive SCD.

In e-business world, fortunately, fast and inexpensive customization is becoming more
and more a feasible goal. Electronic Supply Chain Design (e-SCD) is a key component that
makes it possible. IT can link all the separated supply chain activities into an integrated,
coordinated system that is fast, responsive, flexible, and very low cost at high volumes. e-
SCD is a supply chain design to integrate and coordinate suppliers, manufacturers, logistic
channels, and customers using information technologies (IT). With e-SCD, active electronic
communications for information exchange/integration occur in each phase of fulfillment to
coordinate the activities of suppliers with the needs of customers
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Figure 1.- Three Dimensions of e-SCD
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CUSTOMIZATION EXAMPLES

Dell Computer shows the competitiveness that exceeded IBM and Compaq by
supplying customized low price computers delivered within five days from customers’ orders
through an advanced supply chain using information technology (Fortune, 1998). We call
Dell one of the best companies that have succeeded in e-business in Supply Chain to increase
both value and efficiency. The e-Business in Dell Supply Chain shows that the supply chain
must move product customization (Chopra & Mieghem, 2000). The stock price of Dell has
soared in 1990s, and the rate of return of Dell is higher than Intel, Microsoft, Coca Cola,
Disney, and Cisco Systems [Fortune, 1998]. The company's primary advantage is its
preeminent supply chain design, augmented with precise supply chain management (Fine,
1998).

In Japan, Toyota is reportedly offering customers five-day delivery - from the time the
customer personally designs his/her own customized car from modular options on a CAD
system in a dealer showroom or in the customer's own home via traveling salesman, though
order processing, scheduling, manufacture, testing and delivery (Pine, 1993).

Toyota Motor, in 1999, announced that it would assemble and deliver cars within five
days from the order as it reduces the lead-time by more than two thirds from traditional 15-20
days. This new manufacturing system, named “Second Generation JIT”, is expected to reduce
37% of inventory and 28% of plant space. Nike is trying to take customized order at the
Nike.com. They can deliver the customized shoes within one week from the order.

E-SCD MODELING

The examples above show that the customization is becoming a feasible and necessary
goal in supply chain management. A goal of this study is to develop a model that explains
how e-SCD achieves the three core goals of customization – right product, in right time, and
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at right price. A conceptual model has been developed to explain how e-SCD achieves
efficient customization.

Electronic Supply Chain Design (e-SCD) is a process to build an electronic
information network for transactions among supplier-manufacturer-retailer-customer in
virtual space using IT. When an end user wants a product, competitive issues force the entire
chain to react with lightning speed. The key component of streamlined supply chain is
accurate information. When the humans are involved, the risk of inaccuracies increases. The
e-supply chain makes supply chain easier and less costly to manage suppliers. (Briant, 2000).

To develop an effective electronic Supply Chain Design (e-SCD) model the four major
enablers are discussed next and shown in Figures 2.

Figure 2.- eSCD System
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This study focuses on the electronic transactions and information exchange among the
players in a supply chain to satisfy customers’ customization needs fast and at low costs. The
model consists of three major loops: cost, time and performance. We will discuss each loop
and its variables separately then we discuss the integration of the three loops.

The developed model was tested using empirical data collected from a survey.

B2B
A car is a system product that consists of about 20,000 parts. Thus, the automobile

industry has a long and hierarchical supply chain. Hierarchical supply chain is the one, which
has several levels of suppliers – the manufacturer out-sources part modules (e.g. dashboard,
seat, etc) from primary suppliers who out-source the sub-parts from secondary suppliers, and
so forth. In a hierarchical supply chain, information exchange takes long and causes frequent
errors if it is done through fax or paper documents. Moreover, the hierarchical structure has
the “bull-whip” effect – the fluctuation in inventory level is amplified along the supply chain
(Lee et al., 1997; Fine, 1998). As a result, the long and hierarchical supply chain in
automobile industry causes inefficiencies in various areas – design, development,
procurement, manufacturing, and logistics – throughout the supply chain.

There is a huge opportunity for improving efficiencies by electronically exchanging
transactions and information between automobile manufacturers and their suppliers because
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of the inefficiencies of traditional information exchange methods. Thus, automobile industry
has a high potential for business-to-business (B2B) electronic business (e-business) (Lapidus,
2000). In US, automobile industry is one of the first industries that B2B electronic supply
chain networks are being implemented. B2B electronic supply chain network, (here called e-
SCN) means a network structure that enables electronic transactions and information
exchange between manufacturers and part suppliers in the virtual space using ITs. Through
B2B e-SCNs, the participants of a supply chain can exchange and share the information that is
critical for the efficiencies of the supply chain.

The automotive big three in the US purchase $240 billion from their suppliers
annually and first tier suppliers also purchase around $250 billion annually form lower tier
suppliers. This is the potential size of the B2B market. An Arthur Andersen report (2000)
states that within the next two years, suppliers joining ANX will increase from current 3% to
45% and that the use of Internet e-marketplaces will increase from current 15% to 76%.

B2B electronic linkage network

Table 1.- Global Network Exchange as the B2B electronic linkage network

Country Name of GNX
Start
Date

Major
Participants

Commercialization Date

USA
ANX (Automotive Network
exchange)

1994
GM, Ford,
Chrysler

11/1998 (About 500
suppliers)

EU ENX (European ANX) 1999
Germany,
France,
England, Spain

Germany: 8/1999

Japan JNX (Japanese ANX) 1998 11/2000

Korea  KNX (Korean ANX) 1999 2001(estimate)

Modularization

There is a push among manufacturers to increasingly design modular units and
outsource whole subsystems / chunks (seating, instrument panel, cooling subsystem, etc…)
instead of outsourcing parts and components. Modular units would make changes in a
customer-built product relatively easy. If a customer wants a product built a certain way, the
manufacturer simply puts in the different units that incorporate his wishes.
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Figure 3.- Formation of modularization
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B2C
The introduction of B2C commerce has created new opportunities for both customers

and manufacturers. Benefits come from several sources. First, cost savings from bypassing
traditional channel intermediaries. Second, continuous access by customers to online products
increases sales. Third, direct transactions between customer and manufacturer provide the
latter with better information on customer needs resulting in developing better products and
improved customer service. More reliable source of demand data improves inventory and
production management.

Internet retailing witnessed a tremendous increase in sales volumes. Firms like
Amazon.com and Dell.com have created huge markets for selling their products. This trend is
rapidly penetrating automotive retailing. A recent survey by J.D. Powers (Figure 11) shows
the influence of the Internet on automotive buying. The figure shows that 65% (compared to
25% in 1998) of potential car buyers leverage the Internet as an informational resource before
making a decision to what car to buy and what dealer to visit. However, 5% actually bought
their cars online.

Figure  4.- Survey results for online car retailing
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Concurrent Engineering
Collaborative IT tools facilitate combining capabilities of different companies working

together in developing and delivering a product. These tools allow tight integration and rich
communication patterns. Some examples of these tools include: (a) Electronic integration of
engineering data (such as CAD models, simulation results, and PDM systems) (b) knowledge
creation/sharing, (c) joint problem solving, (d) involving suppliers early in the development
process, and (e) leveraging suppliers as a source of innovation.
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Figure 5.- Formation of CE systems
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KNOWLEDGE-SHARING NETWORK

As the customization and suppliers’ involvement increase, the e-SCD will evolve from
a network of electronic connection into a network for information sharing and integration. It
was referred as “Knowledge-Sharing Network” by Dyer and Nobeoka [2000]. The
Knowledge-sharing network enables the coordination of the network at whole supply chain
level.

For this purpose, e-SCD builds the high-speed communication infrastructure among
companies inside the supply chain based on the information technology and the shared
information. Pine (1993) noted that it is important as a competition form to have the active
participation of many companies to practice customization, and that for this, individual
company can not develop if it is isolated

Figure 6.- Knowledge Creation Process in E-SC
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 Toyota has often been recognized as an innovator and top performer in supply chain
design and management as well as in using suppliers for blackbox design.(Fine,1998) Toyota
encourages its suppliers to participate in the supply chain management using the “black-box
design” . Black box system is called in various ways such as “design-in” and “approved
drawings”. Black box parts system refers to a certain pattern of transactions in which a parts
suppliers conducts detailed engineering of a component that it makes for an automobile
makers based on the latter’s specification requirements and basic design. This is a kind of
joint product development between a system maker and a component supplier in that the latter
is involved into the former’s new product development process method to improve their
design, production, and development capabilities (Fujimoto, 1994)

Relatively, for the customization, detail-controlled parts method is structurally limited
in the active participation of the parts firm in designing parts. The detail-controlled parts
method is the method in which the firms manufacture parts based on the designs presented by
the automotive manufacturing firms.

EXPERIMENTATION OF ESCD FOR 7 DAYS DELIVERY

Three elements of the core of the business competitiveness, the right time, the right
product, and the right price should be fulfilled through e-SCD world.

Can we successfully show as epoch-making accomplishments in customization in
which SCD fulfill the individual customers specific orders in low price within 7 days through
information technology?

Result of Model Experimentation by System Dynamic Approach
In this e-SCD that is realized through the internet, the product is not merely thrown to

the customer, but rather the customization is becoming possible.

In this model that is networked based on the web, it is forecasted that total price could
be decreased by over ** percent and the delivery time can also be shortened to ** days.

This kind of new system allows the ultimate goal of the customization strategy, which
is to fulfill each customers needs at the speediest time and at the lowest cost. This goal, which
seemed to be a dream in a physical world limited by the laws of time and place, could be
realized in the virtual world that can accessed through e-business.
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